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Reversal of the Fluctuation-Induced Transport during Low to High Transitions
in the H-1 Heliac Plasma
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Studies of turbulent transport in the H-1 heliac plasmas yield direct evidence of the reversal o
the fluctuation-driven particle flux across the transition from low to high confinement mode. New
types of transitions are characterized by significant fluctuation levels in the high confinement mode
The fluctuation-driven particle flux in the plasma core changes from outward to inward flow across
this transition; this is accompanied by a peaking of the density profile and an increase in central io
temperature. [S0031-9007(97)04142-2]

PACS numbers: 52.55.Hc, 52.25.Fi, 52.25.Gj
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Studies of the fluctuation-induced transport in magne
cally confined plasmas have long been important in fusio
research. This problem has become a focus of experim
tal and theoretical work with regard to sudden transition
to improved confinement modes, such as the low-to-hi
transitions in tokamaks and stellarators. In general, it
expected that high fluctuation amplitudes lead to unfavo
able outward transport of particles and energy.

In this Letter we present direct evidence of a reversal
the radial fluctuation-induced particle flux during a low
to-high confinement transition in the H-1 stellarator, th
first such observation in a toroidally confined plasma.

Depending on the experimental conditions, the trans
tion can be to either “quiescent” or “fluctuating” high
mode. During the transition to the quiescent high mod
the fluctuations subside, and outward-directed fluctuatio
induced particle flux is reduced by almost 2 orders of ma
nitude. However, during the transition to the fluctuatin
high mode, the fluctuations persist, but the fluctuatio
induced particle flux reverses direction.

The H-1 stellarator is a flexible heliac configuration
[1,2] and, for the experiments reported here, was opera
in a shearless magnetic configuration withi ø 1.45, B 
0.05 0.15 T, and a radio frequency heating power of u
to 100 kW at the frequency of 7 MHz. Central electro
density is about1018 m23, the electron temperature in
argon discharges is in the range from 8 to 20 eV, and t
ion temperature is about 40–50 eV in the low confineme
mode.

The transition to the quiescent high confinement mod
has been reported in Refs. [3,4]. In that case, the tran
tion is correlated with a significant increase in the electro
density, ion temperature, and radial electric field and is a
companied by a reduction inGfl by ,2 orders of mag-
nitude. A time history of the average electron density
shown in Fig. 1(a). The density increases in,1 ms to a
new steady state with,103 smaller densitysñed fluctua-
tions and plasma potentialsw̃pld fluctuations [3]. These
fluctuations are global drift modes [5] having low poloida
m and toroidaln mode numberssm  1, 2d and frequen-
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cies in the range of 4–15 kHz in argon discharges. Th
transitions are not accompanied by the changes in the b
plasma rotation whose velocity (both poloidal and toroida
components) is small compared with theE 3 B drift
velocity [4].

Such transitions are observed at a filling pressure of t
working gaspgas (argon in the present experiments) abov
3 3 1025 torr. At lower pressures of aboutpgas  s1 2

2d 3 1025 torr, spontaneous transitions to improved con
finement are observed at about 20% lower magnetic field
In these conditions the improved confinement mode
characterized by up to a 70% increase in the average el
tron density, up to a 100% increase in the ion temperatu

FIG. 1. Time history of the average electron density durin
the transitions to the quiescent (a) and fluctuating (b) hig
confinement modes.
© 1997 The American Physical Society
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(from 50 eV to about 100 eV), and more peakedne and
Ti profiles similar to those in the quiescent high mode [4
The major difference between the two modes of improv
confinement is that the fluctuation level does not show a
significant decrease across the transition to the fluctuat
high mode. In some cases the fluctuation level even
creases in high mode, as shown in Fig. 1(b).

A retarding field energy analyzer [4] is used to measu
the ion temperature and the plasma potential. A modifi
version of a triple probe [6] is used to measure the io
saturation currentIs, the electron temperature, the plasm
potentialwpl, and the poloidal wave numberskpol of the
fluctuations. The probe assembly consists of the two trip
probes separated poloidally by 15 mm. This “doubl
triple” probe is then used to compute the poloidal wav
numbers of the fluctuations.

Figure 2 shows the frequency spectra of the fluctuatio
of the ion saturation current [Figs. 2(a) and 2(c)] and th
fluctuation-induced particle fluxGfl [Figs. 2(b) and 2(d)]
before and after the transition to the fluctuating high mod
Gfl is computed as

Gflsvd 
kpolsvd

B
ñesvdw̃plsvdgsvd sinusvd , (1)

where the electron density fluctuationsñe are obtained
from the fluctuations of the ion saturation currentĨs and
the electron temperaturẽTe (since Is , ne

p
Te), plasma

potential fluctuationsw̃pl are estimated as̃wpl  w̃f 1

3.8T̃e (w̃f is the floating potential fluctuations),kpol is the
poloidal wave number defined during the same time inte
val from the phase shift between two poloidally separat
probes, andg and u are, correspondingly, the coherenc
and phase shift between the fluctuations of the electr
density and the plasma potential. Negative values ofGfl

correspond to outwardly directed particle flux. After th
transition [Fig. 2(d)], the sign ofGfl changes to positive,
indicating inwardly directed flux. The change in the flu

FIG. 2. Frequency spectra of the fluctuations of the io
saturation current [(a) and (c)] and fluctuation-induced partic
flux Gfl [(b) and (d)] at rya  0.44 before and after the
transition to the fluctuating high mode of Fig. 1(b).
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direction is due principally to a change in the phase sh
betweenñe andw̃pl. Sensitivity tests show that our con
clusions are not sensitive to details of our probe mod
e.g., the value of the coefficient ofTe in the expression for
wpl. The level of the background broadband turbulen
sometimes increases after the transition with respect to
amplitude of spectral peaks, but its contribution to the n
flux Gfl remains small (less than 2%) compared with th
contribution of the strongest frequency harmonics.

The transition to improved confinement leads to th
significant increase in the electron density on a maj
part of the plasma radius, as shown in Fig. 3(a), and
the reversal of the fluctuation-induced particle transpo
shown in Fig. 3(b). This effect is observed both insid
and outside the magnetic axis (dashed line in Fig. 3). T
experimental geometry is illustrated in Fig. 4(a), where th
solid line across the flux surfaces shows the probe scann
chord. The profiles in Fig. 3 were obtained on a sho
to-shot basis, but only shots with identical spontaneo
transitions from low to high confinement are used. T
monitor the perturbation of the plasma caused by t
scanning double-triple probe, we used another triple pro

FIG. 3. Radial profiles of the electron density (a) and th
fluctuation-induced particle flux (b) before (diamonds) an
after (squares) the transition from low to the fluctuating hig
confinement mode.
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FIG. 4. Flux surfaces and the probe scanning chord (so
line) in the plasma poloidal cross section (a); sine of the pha
between density and potential fluctuations versus the number
points on a flux surface (b).

separated toroidally by about 15 cm from the scannin
probe and located at the same flux surface. Again, on
shots with similar transitions seen by the monitoring prob
were used.

It has been experimentally observed [7] that th
fluctuation-induced flux can be nonuniform on the mag
netic surface. We have confirmed the effect of theGfl
reversal at several points on the same flux surface. T
location of the points on the flux surface is shown i
Fig. 4(a). Figure 4(b) shows a sine of the phase shift b
tweenñe andw̃pl versus a point number on a flux surface
srya ø 0.5d. This phase shift [see Eq. (1)] reverses afte
the transition for all the points shown in Fig. 4, suggestin
thus that the effect of the flux reversal is uniform on a flu
surface.

Comparison of the flux profiles for various detailed sce
narios of low-to-fluctuating high transitions (variation of rf
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power, filling pressure) show essentially similar behavio
to that in Fig. 3. The net improvement in the particle con
finement seen on the average density [Fig. 1(b)] and t
density profiles [Fig. 3(a)] during the transition correlate
with the observedGfl modification.

The modifications in the fluctuation-induced transpor
during the transitions to improved confinement modes ha
been discussed from both experimental and theoretic
standpoints [8,9]. Some recent experimental observatio
(e.g., Ref. [10]) indicate that it is the decorrelation o
the density and potential fluctuations rather than just th
reduction of the fluctuation amplitude that affectsGfl. In
our experiment both the magnitude and direction ofGfl

change due to the “recorrelation” (change of relative phas
of ñe andw̃pl.

In Ref. [11] it was shown that the local fluctuation-
induced fluxes inL-mode discharges have an intermitten
character. In H-1, we find this to be the case in bot
low and high confinement modes. The time-resolved flu
Gflstd  ñẼpolyB, normalized to its mean valuefGn 
GflstdykGflstdlg is shown in Fig. 5 for both low mode
and high mode. The positive and negative spikes
Gflstd characterize inward and outward “transport events
[11]. The effect of the reversal of the average flux acros
the transition can be seen clearly in Fig. 5. Despite th
quasicoherent nature of the fluctuations in H-1 (seen in th
frequency spectra of Fig. 2), the local fluxes are intermi
tent in both confinement modes.

FIG. 5. Time evolution of the time-resolved local fluctuation-
induced fluxGn  GflstdykGflstdl at rya  0.5 before (a) and
after (b) the transition to the improved confinement mode.
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The net particle flux includes both the background an
the fluctuation-induced diffusivities:

Gtotal  D
dn
dr

1 Gfl .

To estimate the relative contribution ofGfl to the net flux
and its role in the particle confinement in H-1, we analyz
the particle balance. First, we estimate theDsdnydrd
component of the flux from the ionization balance base
on the experimental data on the neutral density distributio
in the plasma. The neutral density is derived from th
measured radial profiles of the spectral line intensitie
of excited neutrals and ions, and the electron dens
and electron temperature profiles measured using trip
probes [4]. Since the recombination rate is negligibl
small in our conditions (2 to 3 orders of magnitude lowe
than the ionization rate), the ionization is balanced b
the outward transport. The net particle flux atrya 
0.9 calculated for the conditions of the quiescent hig
confinement mode is aboutGtotal ø 3 3 1020 m22 s21.
Since in the quiescent high mode the contribution of th
fluctuations to the particle transport is very small [3], w
obtainD , 25 m2 s21 from this estimate.

Second, we estimate the outward radial ion flux from
measurements using a radially oriented Mach probe
the plasma periphery. From the in-out asymmetry of th
radial ion flows to the probe (the ion saturation curren
asymmetry factor is about 2), we estimate the net outwa
ion flux to be Gtotalsrya  0.9d ø 4 3 1020 m22 s21

which is very close to the above estimate obtained fro
the ionization balance. In the inner region of plasma
at rya  0.6, similar analysis givesGtotalsrya  0.6d ø
2 3 1020 m22 s21 which is of the order of magnitude
of the fluctuation-induced component of the flux in th
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fluctuating high modeGfl ø 3 3 1020 m22 s21 shown in
Fig. 3(b).

The correlation of the reversal of the fluctuation-driven
component of the particle flux and the improvement in the
particle confinement suggest a casual relationship.

In summary, we have measured fluctuation-induced pa
ticle flux in H-1 stellarator discharges that spontaneousl
pass through a low-to-high confinement transition. This
flux exhibits an intermittent character in both the low and
high modes, and reverses direction to flow radially inward
in the plasma core in the high mode. The reversal resul
from the change in the relative phase of density and po
tential fluctuations. While these experiments in H-1 were
done at low plasma temperatures and densities, the r
sults suggest a paradigm that may be applicable to oth
experiments.
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